Dryden Book Club

Runners Up from September 29, 2008 Meeting to select books for the year:

- "The Last Lecture" by Randy Pausch
- "The Glass Castle" by Jeannette Walls
- "The Glassblower of Murano" by Marina Fiorato
- "The Whistling Season" by Ivan Doig
- "Oxygen" by Carol Cassella
- "The Condition" by Jennifer Haigh
- "Shanghai Girls" by Lisa See
- "Traveling with Pomegranates" by Sue Monk Kidd
- "Still Alice" by Lisa Genova
- "Three Cups of Tea" by Greg Mortenson, David Oliver Relin
- "The Middle Place" by Kelly Corrigan
- "Her Fearful Symmetry" by Audrey Niffenegger
- "The Shadow Catchers" by Thomas Lakeman
- "Palace Council" by Stephen L. Carter
- "The Widow Clicquot" by Tilar J. Mazzeo
- "The Double Bind" by Chris Bohjalian
- "The Long Walk: The True Story of a Trek to Freedom" by Slavomir Rawicz
- "The Girls from Ames" by Jeffrey Zaslow
- "Finn" by Jon Clinch
- "City of Thieves" by David Benioff
- "How I Became a Famous Novelist" by Steve Hely
- "Homer and Langley" by E. L. Doctorow
- "The Zookeepers Wife" by Diane Ackerman